CHAPT 1 READER FAIR GAME

Know Green Sheet Overview specifically the grading system in the class
-the point is that you should know in all your classes what the grading scheme is. You should develop strategies for how you are going to earn an A, B, etc... Do not let your grade in a class be an accident

Time Management- please view video written, produced and directed by the Sci 2 and 90T PAs at:

-know the TM formula and how to apply it
Understand how to utilize information obtained by understanding your learning preferences. There will be a couple of scenarios.

Information literacy- know what a peer review or scholarly source is. Also understand what an e-data base is and how to use it
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS AND PREREQUISITES

Review power points I’ve sent to you about GE if you cannot find it there is an old one on the Sci 2 web site entitled “GE Area E Lecture PowerPoint “ it’s from last year but it will get you through the midterm. It’s located at:

http://www.science.sjsu.edu/science2/media.php

Know grad requirements, what courses must be passed with C, what are the courses considered the 4 basic skills, what are SJSU studies courses

All terms on page 21 of the reader

Know the definition of a prerequisite

Find the prerequisites for: Bus 120A, Bus 170, Biol 66, Psyc 150, Biol 115, Chem 112B, CS 146, Geol 127 down to the 1st course in the sequence
APM

Know purpose of Robert’s work
Name of baboons
Name of country Robert was in
Name of Continent he was on
Languages mentioned
Tribes mentioned